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A. Answer the following questions by choosing the correct option: 1x15=15

1. We were playing in the garden when the guests arrived.
i. compound ii. negative iii. simple iv. complex

2. She put on her coat and went out.
i. simple ii. compound iii. complex iv. imperative

3. I can’t figure out what he wants.
i. complex ii. interrogative iii. affirmative iv. compound

4. You don’t look happy to see me.
i. affirmative ii. compound iii. simple  iv. complex

5. The cat saw the puppies playing under the tree.
i. simple ii. compound iii. complex iv. exclamatory

6. She leaned out of the window.
i. negative ii. compound iii. complex iv. simple

7. They tried very hard but couldn’t win the match.
i. complex ii. simple iii. compound iv. affirmative

8. He shouldn’t have done this cruel thing to the poor boy.
i. imperative ii. affirmative iii. complex iv. simple

9. Although it was raining, we went for a walk outside.
i. simple ii. complex iii. compound iv. exclamatory.

10. Who let the cat in?
i. simple ii. imperative iii. complex iv. compound

11. Rani went to the market and bought some fresh flowers.

i. negative ii. complex iii. compound iv. simple

12. Alice and James went to the park in the evening.



i. negative ii. complex iii. simple iv. compound

13. As soon as the dog saw his master, it started wagging its tail.

i. complex ii. compound iii. exclamatory iv. simple

14. The farmer took good care of the cows.

i. negative ii. simple iii. compound iv. complex

15. Raju liked the watch which his aunt presented to him.

i. compound ii. interrogative iii. simple iv. complex
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